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About This Game

"In the beginning, there was only an excruciating, screaming void, wherein twisted souls writhed about, imprisoned in nothingness.
Then the darkness was pierced by Luce, and with her came warmth and order. The time of men had begun, and would last many

eras. But the 14th era is one of Darkness…"
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As Nyx, an old, retired warrior, evade the Shadows and find your way through the crooked corridors of gloomy dungeons,
navigate the treacherous pathways of the darkened overworld and fight emissaries of darkness in long-forgotten temples. Many
puzzles and deadly traps stand between you and your goal – to bring your daughter Aether to the last place on the face of Earth

that still sees light.

Inspired by games such as Dark Souls and ICO, Fall of Light rewards those who explore the world on their own and draw their
own conclusions. Meet odd characters, search through every nook and cranny to unlock hidden secrets and learn more about the

history and lore of the somber world around you. Pick your favorite combination of close-range weapons, crossbows and
shields, determine your fighting stance and get ready to face hordes of crafty enemies. And above all, keep your daughter from

harm, as she is the light piercing the darkness and the key to unlocking forbidden passages.

Features:

20 different battle stances, including two-handed and dual-wielding

10 weapon classes covering both short-range and long-range weaponry

Guide and protect your companion – Aether, the Indigo child

Fight Shadows, soldiers of darkness and underworld bosses

Explore the overworld, scour dungeons and temples to gain and use special powers

Uncover many secrets and solve various environmental puzzles
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Title: Fall of Light: Darkest Edition
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RuneHeads
Publisher:
1C Entertainment
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1C
Release Date: 28 Sep, 2017
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English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Hungarian
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I played this game during my last semester when i was writing essays and i gotta say that this game
was really good to help me focus and relieve some stress. I would not say it is among my favorite games
but for its price it is well worth getting and if you are like me who handles stress with playing games this
will probably be a perfect fit. Every game is quite short and the purpose is very clear, there is not really much
storytelling (which i think is good) but is focuses on being a pure space shooter which is does really well.
Overall worth getting and quite entertaining.. Good old classic wonderfully remade, this game was one of the hardest games ever
made, if you finish it the game developer actually claimed your some kind of a genius.

I never finished it.. :(. Good game but the AI seems to be poorly made, makes the game annoying at times.. I went outside for 5
years, but i missed the office. So I came back might play next Tuesday....... best indie game i've ever played. totally
recommended. This one requires some getting used to.
But once one get the flow of the game it is engaging and rather fun.

Looking forward to the next episodes:

Well worth the time to play.. Great game. Its not too easy or too hard.
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I strongly recommend this game, given that it's free.

It's a fun and cute puzzle "horror" game. It's a "horror" game in the sense that there are ghosts and vampires, but the whole thing
is given a very saccharine and chidlike tone. There are "jump scares", but the things jumping at you tend to be cutesy.

Some of the puzzles felt a bit unfair (e.g. for one of them, you need to keep talking to the same NPC over and over again even
though it seems like he's repeating himself and there's no new dialogue to discover), but on the other hand, I did manage to solve
all the puzzles without resorting to a walkthrough or guide, so I guess they couldn't have been that bad.. Dance Magic:
~~~~~~~~~~~

There will be a K.O on the dance floor without a doubt! Will it be you or your opponent! It comes down to who can get the best
move to stun the other. Are you the greatest dancer? Well, it\u2019s time to demonstrate your talent and while you\u2019re at it
save the world!

Dance Magic is an action \/ dance game where you play one of seven dancers available to you (actually three at the start and
four to unlock). Each dancer has his\/her own style of dancing, depending on whether you like a bit of a Spanish move, break
dancing, groovy disco dancing and or something else. Essentially, what you will need to do is to beat your opponent by
synchronising your moves with the rhythm of a song (over 30 tracks in this game). It is all about timing and it can be tricky at
times. Have you ever heard the phrase he\/she has two left feet? If so, you might be one of them! The game will give you several
modes to play; tournament, battle (skirmish, multiplayer) and freestyle. In the tournament, when you beat an opponent, you will
be rewarded with money.

With this money, you will be able to unlock a stacks of items for each of the dancers. If you like customization, you will be well
served here. . . Fabulous! You will be able to change clothes, hair-dos, jewellery and more. If you like customising characters,
you will love this feature, its great fun!

Very nice graphics and the game runs very well. The controls are responsive and easy to master.

Positives:
~~~~~~~~

-\tSeveral dance styles
-\tGreat character customization
-\tGreat Soundtrack
-\tTrading cards and achievements

Negatives:
~~~~~~~~

-\tRepetitive

Dance Magic is all about getting into the rhythm, it is just magic!

7.5\/10

Key provided by developer\/publisher for review purposes. Any opinions expressed are entirely my own!

MORE THE_CPT_FROGGY REVIEWS HERE

FOLLOW THE CPT FROGGY CURATOR PAGE HERE
. Juice Fresh is your typical Bejeweled \/ Candy Crush \/ Farm Heroes game with a fruity theme. The levels start
relatively easy and get more difficult as you progress.. Can't progress in the game, i.e unlocking\/upgrading aircraft in
offline mode forcing you to play with ppl in online mode, that is kinof a deal-breaker. A very good game, that was
made on the Rpg maker, you really like this game if you play RPG games! I liked the story and the way it was told.
+:
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- Interesting story
- Sweet and gentle soundtrack
- great detailed locations
- Too much achievements
- and of course, you can be a gay!!!!1!! :D

Recommended to purchase :)

Patch 1.19 out now - New languages added!:
Hi everyone,

we have just updated Fall of Light to version 1.19

Changelog:

** Added Chinese (Simplified), Hungarian, Portuguese-Brazilian languages
** Increased level cap from 20 to 25
** Added new quick switch weapons option
** Improved gamepad compatibility
** Boss Battles rebalanced
** Improved warhammer hitboxes. Demo now available!:
We're happy to announce that you can download the demo of Fall of Light, two weeks before the actual game launches. We are
aware of a few tiny bugs that are still in the game, but we're working day and night to fix them in the upcoming days.

We would love to hear your feedback. And if you are interested in the game, please don't forget to wishlist it. Thank you! :). 
Hotfix 1.19b released:
Hello everyone,

we have released a small hotfix for the game, it fixes/adds the following things:

* Support for the exlusive full screen mode on PC
* Fix a bug on the dragon puzzle. Fall of Light: Darkest Edition free update is OUT NOW!:
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Hi guys,

we have some exciting news for you! Fall of Light: Darkest Edition just arrived to PC!

Experience the definitive edition of Fall of Light that includes brand new dungeons, bosses, traps, enemies, weapons and many
more improvements!

Patch 1.5 - Release Notes:. Patch 1.20 out now!:
Patch 1.20 for Fall of Light has just been released.

Changelog below:

* Fixed a random crash in the Nightmare mode
* Added particles on the objects that hide fragments of Luce as hint
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